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1. Epistemically "good" groups might be made up of epistemically "bad" individuals

2. Epistemically "good" individuals might not make up epistemically "good" groups

David Hull

...some of the behavior that appears to be the most improper actually facilitates the manifest goals of science. Mitroff ... remarks that the “problem is how objective knowledge results in science not despite bias and commitment but because of them.” Although objective knowledge through bias and commitment sounds as paradoxical as bombs for peace, I agree that the existence and ultimate rationality of science can be explained in terms of bias, jealousy, and irrationality.
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Philip Kitcher

... From the community perspective it is likely that sullied scientists will do better than the epistemically pure. This is because a pure community heads toward cognitive uniformity ... By contrast, ... in the sullied community, there are ample opportunities for a division of cognitive labor ... in this way, the sullied community hedges it bets
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An epistemically “good” individual/group is one that in the long run ends up choosing the best action given the state of the world.
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A method is \textit{universally consistent} if, when implemented by any individual in any social circumstance, the method converges to an optimal action.
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**Decreasing epsilon-greedy.** On any given round play take the action with the highest average past payoffs with probability \((1 - \epsilon_i)\) (where \(i\) is the current round). With probability \(\epsilon_i\) take another action with a uniform distribution over the other actions.
If $\epsilon_i$ goes to zero at the right speed (of the order $1/i$) this is IC.

Suppose a version of this strategy where $\epsilon_i = 1/i^k/i$ where $k$ is the total number of observations made thus far.

When alone, $\epsilon_i$ goes to zero at the rate of $1/i$, but in a social setting it goes to zero faster.

As a result, this strategy is IC, but the set containing this single strategy is not GIC.
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**Delta-epsilon methods** Suppose a strategy which chooses the strategy with the highest average payoff with probability \((1 - \epsilon_i)\) and takes a particular favorite action \(\delta\) with probability \(\epsilon_i\).
IC and GIC

- No version of this strategy is IC
- Some sets of delta-epsilon strategies are GIC
- Let $\mathcal{M}$ be a set of delta-epsilon strategies such that for each action $j$ there is a strategy in $\mathcal{M}$ with $j$ as a favorite action
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Since UC requires that the method converge in all circumstances, a set containing that method will converge in all social circumstances.
Again, the delta-epsilon collection provides a counter-example.
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- The apparent rationality of individuals does not imply that science is well functioning
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